' INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the ability of RNA to act as an enzyme has led to a significant interest in understanding the catalytic strategies used by RNA enzymes, or ribozymes, and in comparing these strategies to those used by the more extensively investigated protein enzymes. 1À3 Studies of several ribozymes have shown that, like protein enzymes, ribozymes bind and position substrates within active sites and use specific interactions to stabilize the reaction's transition state. 1À6 Further, structural studies have provided evidence of extensive networks of interactions within ribozyme actives sites, suggesting that ribozymes may be able to use these networks for catalysis. 1 Specifically, these networks might aid the precise positioning of substrates and of the functional groups needed for catalysis.
However, structural inspection alone is insufficient to define the role of these RNA interaction networks in catalysis, especially considering that RNA has limited ability to pack and is known to adopt alternative structures. Further, mutations that remove interactions observed in RNA structures can have small or negligible energetic effects, presumably due to formation of near isoenergetic alternative interactions. 3,7À9 To test the role of networks in RNA catalysis, determination of the energetic consequences of perturbation of both single and multiple interactions within these networks is needed. We have accomplished this for a network adjoining the active site of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme.
The Tetrahymena group I ribozyme has served as a powerful system for uncovering the properties of catalytic RNA. This ribozyme catalyzes a site-specific attack of a guanosine molecule (G) on an oligonucleotide substrate (S), as shown in Figure 1 (for a review of the reaction, see ref 4) . In this reaction the oligonucleotide substrate S binds in two steps ( Figure 1a) . First, S binds to the ribozyme by base-pairing interactions, 10 forming the 'open complex' denoted by the subscript 'o' in Figure 1a . Subsequently, the duplex formed by S and the ribozyme docks in the ribozyme's core to form the 'closed complex' denoted by the subscript 'c' in Figure 1a . 11, 12 The closed complex involves tertiary contacts between the substrateÀribozyme duplex (referred to as the P1 helix) and the ribozyme's core.
Guanosine can bind to the free enzyme, the open complex, or the closed complex ( Figure 1a) . The affinities of G for the free enzyme and the open complex are the same, 13 and this and other observations 14 suggest that the environment around the Received: December 15, 2010 ABSTRACT: Protein enzymes establish intricate networks of interactions to bind and position substrates and catalytic groups within active sites, enabling stabilization of the chemical transition state. Crystal structures of several RNA enzymes also suggest extensive interaction networks, despite RNA's structural limitations, but there is little information on the functional and the energetic properties of these inferred networks. We used double mutant cycles and presteady-state kinetic analyses to probe the putative interaction between the exocyclic amino group of the guanosine nucleophile and the N7 atom of residue G264 of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme. As expected, the results supported the presence of this interaction, but remarkably, the energetic penalty for introducing a CH group at the 7-position of residue G264 accumulates as the reaction proceeds toward the chemical transition state to a total of 6.2 kcal/mol. Functional tests of neighboring interactions revealed that the presence of the CH group compromises multiple contacts within the interaction network that encompass the reactive elements, apparently forcing the nucleophile to bind and attack from an altered, suboptimal orientation. The energetic consequences of this indirect disruption of neighboring interactions as the reaction proceeds demonstrate that linkage between binding interactions and catalysis hinges critically on the precise structural integrity of a network of interacting groups.
G nucleophile does not change in these two forms of the ribozyme. In contrast, G binds the closed complex ∼5-fold more tightly than the open complex, indicating energetic coupling between G binding and docking of the P1 helix. 13 After G is bound and S is docked, the chemical reaction takes place. The reaction involves deprotonation of the 3 0 -hydroxyl group of G, which then attacks the phosphoryl group between the U and A residues of S. This chemical transformation is assisted by metal ions and other interactions (Figure 1b ). 4 In a seminal paper probing structureÀactivity relationships in an RNA enzyme, Bass and Cech defined specific atoms or groups on the G nucleophile important for the group I self-splicing reaction. 15 A subsequent specificity switch experiment by Michel and co-workers identified the location of a specific G-binding site, provided evidence for a hydrogen bond between N1 of G and O6 of G264, and suggested the presence of another hydrogen bond between the exocyclic amino group of G and N7 of G264 16 ( Figure 2a) . Although other models have been proposed, 17, 18 these two specific interactions are strongly supported by the proximity of these two groups in all of the structural models derived from group I ribozymes crystallographic data ( Figure 2bÀd , red and black dashed lines).
19À24
Here, we have used functional tests, carried out with chemically modified ribozymes and substrates, to investigate the putative interaction between the exocyclic amino group of G and N7 of G264 and the properties of the surrounding environment. Remarkably, perturbation of this interaction has a large energetic effect that accumulates along the reaction trajectory to a value far greater than expected from disruption of a single hydrogen bond. Our results provide powerful functional evidence for the existence of a tight, energetically linked network of interactions surrounding the active site that contributes to the ribozyme's catalytic efficiency and specificity.
' EXPERIMENTAL SECTION Materials. AUCG and AUCI were purchased from Dharmacon Inc.
(Lafayette, CO) or synthesized by the PAN Facility (Stanford, CA). AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 was synthesized at the University of Chicago, using the phosphoramidite of G 2 0 -NH 2 as previously described. 25 7-Deazaguanosine phosphoramidite was purchased from ChemGenes (Wilmington, MA).
Oligonucleotides corresponding to nucleotides 260À274 of the ribozyme, containing a 5 0 -phosphoryl group, a G or 7-deazaguanosine residue at position 264, and a 2 0 ÀOH or 2 0 -H group at position 261 were synthesized by the PAN Facility (Stanford, CA). Oligonucleotides were purified by reverse-phase HPLC as previously described. 26 Wild type (WT) and variant ribozymes were constructed semisynthetically using a single-step three-piece ligation, 27 with a modified protocol previously described. Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE General Kinetic Methods. All cleavage reactions were single turnover, with ribozyme in excess of radiolabeled oligonucleotide substrate (*S), which was always present in trace quantities (<100 pM). 5 0 -32 P-end-labeling of the oligonucleotide substrates for kinetic experiments was performed by standard methods. The oligonucleotide substrates used in this work are CCCUCdUAAAAA (referred to as À1d,rSA 5 ) and d(CCCUC)Ud(AAAAA) (referred to as À1r,dSA 5 ). These substrates contain mixed ribose and deoxyribose residues, with deoxyribose residues indicated by a 'd', and allow the reactions to be monitored from different ground-state E 3 S complexes (see below). Reactions were carried out at 30°C in 45 mM NaHEPES/5 mM NaMOPS, pH 8.1, and 50 mM MgCl 2 , as previously described. 26 Kinetic parameters for the WT and A261H ribozymes are from previous work. 26 To obtain the kinetic parameters for the G264deaza and the G264deaza/A261H ribozymes, the rate constant for reaction of *S was determined as a function of AUCG or AUCI concentration for the different ribozymes. For the G264deaza ribozyme, reactions with up to 4 mM AUCG or with up to 1 mM AUCI were followed. For the G264deaza/A261H ribozyme, up to 300 μM AUCG was used. The ribozyme concentration was 50 nM, and native gels analysis 28,29 confirmed that >95% of *S was bound to the ribozymes.
26
For the G264deaza ribozyme, the observed rate constant (k obs ) for cleavage of *S was plotted as a function of AUCG (or AUCI) concentration and fit to eq 1 to obtain k c , K d AUCX and (k cat /K M ) AUCX , where AUCX represents AUCG or AUCI:
For the G264deaza/A261H ribozyme, reactions were performed under subsaturating concentrations of AUCG (0À200 μM), and values of (k cat /K M ) AUCG were by fit to eq 2:
To determine the kinetic parameters for the closed complex we used the À1d,rSA 5 
' RESULTS
To test the importance of the putative hydrogen bond between the exocyclic amino group of G and the N7 atom of residue G264 (Figure 2 , red dashed line) in the reaction catalyzed by the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme, we used double mutant cycles. 31 Specifically, we determined the energetic penalty from removing the exocyclic amino group of the G nucleophile in the context of the WT ribozyme and a ribozyme modified at residue G264 so that it lacks the ability to accept a hydrogen bond at the 7 position. A similar energetic penalty for the WT and modified ribozymes would suggest no functional communication between the G nucleophile and N7 of residue G264 and thus no contact; in contrast, a reduced effect from removing the exocyclic amino group of G in the context of the modified ribozyme would suggest functional communication and, given the proximity observed structurally, a direct contact.
To ablate interactions with the exocyclic amino group of G we used inosine (I) as the nucleophile and to replace the N7 at position G264 of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme with a group no longer capable of acting as hydrogen-bond acceptor, we constructed a semisynthetic ribozyme variant containing a CH group at the 7-position of residue 264 (see Experimental Section), referred to herein as the G264deaza ribozyme. To serve as a control for potential effects of the semisynthetic procedure, we constructed a semisynthetic variant of the WT ribozyme. This construct gave kinetic behavior identical to the transcribed WT ribozyme (data not shown), as found in other ribozyme constructs ligated by similar procedures.
26,32À36 Because of the low solubility of G relative to its dissociation constant, 13 ,37 we used a G analog, AUCG, instead of G; similarly we used AUCI instead of inosine. These analogs exhibit tighter binding without altering the reaction mechanism. 38, 39 Testing the Putative Interaction between the Exocyclic Amino Group of the Nucleophile and the N7 Atom of Residue G264. To determine the energetic consequence of removing the exocyclic amino group of AUCG in the context of the WT and the G264deaza ribozymes, we measured the second-order rate con-
, for reactions of the two ribozymes, where the superscript AUCX denotes AUCG or AUCI. The constant (k cat /K M ) is determined by all reaction steps from free enzyme and substrate up to and including the first irreversible step. Because the chemical step is the first irreversible step under all of the conditions used in this work, 30 the value of (k cat /K M ) is affected by this step and all steps that precede it, which are S binding, AUCG (or AUCI) binding, and S docking ( Figure 1a) . We monitored the reactions under conditions in which the oligonucleotide (S) is already bound to the ribozyme in the so-called open complex [(E 3 S) o , Figure 1a] , because the open complex gives a defined state that involves only base pairing of S with the ribozyme that is not expected to be affected by modifications in the G binding site. 10, 40, 41 To favor the open complex, we used the oligonucleotide substrate À1r,dSA 5 (see General Kinetic Methods Section), in which specific 2 0 -OH groups that stabilize the docked state are replaced by 2 0 -H groups. The interaction tested is represented by the red dashed line in Figure 3 and is enclosed by a black rectangle. The other interactions made by the G nucleophile and shown in Figure 3 have been established by previous functional data 15, 16, 26, 36 and are consistent with X-ray crystal structures.
19À24 Figure ]. 26, 36 Based on the interactions observed in the crystal structures, 20À22,24 this energy would correspond to the loss of two hydrogen bonds that are formed between the exocyclic amino group of G and the ribozyme, modulated by any contributions from favorable or unfavorable changes in solvation and from steric effects upon complex formation. In contrast, we found that AUCI reacts 1200-fold faster than AUCG in the G264deaza ribozyme [ Figure 3 ,
The observed coupling in the double mutant cycle suggests that the interaction is indeed Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE formed, as suggested by the structural data. Furthermore, the coupling energy (ΔΔΔG int ) of 7.5 kcal/mol is remarkably large. We therefore investigated the origin of this coupling.
A Physical Model for the Extremely Large Coupling Energy.
Site-directed mutagenesis that removes one hydrogen-bond partner in neutral hydrogen-bonded complexes typically gives energetic effects of 0.5À1.5 kcal/mol. 42, 43 How then does the G264 N7 hydrogen bond to the exocyclic amino group of the G nucleophile give an energetic effect of 6.2 kcal/mol and a coupling energy of 7.5 kcal/mol ( Figure 3) ? Replacement of the nitrogen atom at the 7-position of residue G264 with a CH group introduces changes beyond the loss of the hydrogen-bond acceptor properties at the 7-position: The pK a of the purine N1 atom is altered, 44 stacking properties differ, 45, 46 a larger volume is occupied by the CH group of 7-deazaguanosine compared to the N7 atom of G, and a hydrophobic group replaces a polar group. Because the nucleophilic G molecule does not interact directly with the N1 of G264 and does not stack with this residue, differences in the pK a and in the stacking properties of residue 264 would be predicted to affect reactivity of AUCG and AUCI to the same extent and therefore would be unlikely to have large differential energetic effects and thus give little or no coupling energy. However, steric and polar differences could give differential effects and contribute to the observed coupling energy, as observed occasionally in other RNA systems. 47 Simple consideration of van der Waals radii shows that replacement of the nitrogen atom at the 7-position of residue G264 with a CH group could introduce a steric or a polar clash between the hydrogen atom of the CH group and a hydrogen atom of the exocyclic amino group of the AUCG nucleophile (Supplemental Figure 1, Supporting Information) . Such unfavorable interactions may result in weaker binding and, subsequent to binding, altered positioning of the AUCG nucleophile relative to the transferred phosphoryl group or the catalytic metal ions depicted in Figure 1b . This model predicts that AUCI, in which the exocyclic amino group is replaced by a smaller, apolar H atom, would relieve the unfavorable interaction and thus would react faster than AUCG in the G264deaza ribozyme. In agreement with this prediction, as noted above, AUCI reacts 1200-fold faster (corresponding to 4.2 kcal/mol) than AUCG with the G264deaza ribozyme ( Figure 3 , 3600 and 3 M À1 min À1 , respectively). An additional factor that could lead to increased reactivity of AUCI in the G264deaza ribozyme (relative to the WT ribozyme) would be easier desolvation of the 7-CH group of the G264deaza ribozyme than the N7 of the WT ribozyme.
Unfavorable steric or polar interactions might simply eliminate a single hydrogen bond. Alternatively, they might cause the loss of multiple interactions. For example, the interaction made by the other hydrogen atom of the exocyclic amino group of AUCG with the 2 0 -OH group of residue A261 of the WT ribozyme 36 might be broken to relieve a steric clash. To distinguish between these models, we measured the reactivity of a ribozyme containing both a CH group at the 7-position of G264 and a 2 0 -deoxy substitution at position A261 (i.e., the G264deaza/A261H ribozyme). If the interaction between the exocyclic amino group of AUCG and the 25 0 -OH group of residue A261 were not formed when the N7 atom of G264 is replaced by a CH group, then the G264deaza/A261H and the G264deaza ribozymes would react with the same second-order rate constant (Figure 4, red arrow) . In contrast, if the interaction were still formed, the second-order rate constant of the G264deaza/A261H ribozyme would be expected to drop by 180-fold (3.3 kcal/mol), which corresponds to the energetic penalty observed for the A261 substitution alone (Figure 4, blue arrow) . 36 In agreement with the former model, we found that the reaction of the G264deaza/A261H ribozyme is within 2-fold of that for the G264deaza ribozyme, corresponding to only 0.5 kcal/mol of destabilization from the second substitution rather than the 3.3 kcal/mol predicted for independent contributions (Figure 4 ). This result strongly suggests that the introduction of 7-deazaguanosine at position 264 leads to rearrangements that result in the weakening or loss of the interaction between the exocyclic amino group of AUCG and the 2 0 -OH group of residue A261 in the transition state. The results presented above imply that the introduction of a CH group at the 7-position of residue 264 leads to structural rearrangements that alter the position of the AUCG nucleophile relative to other groups. The ribozyme appears to be unable to rearrange locally to accommodate the structural perturbation and maintain transition state stabilization, and the results therefore suggest a substantial rigidity in and around the G-binding site. To measure this energetic penalty along the reaction pathway, we monitored the coupling energy for the interaction between the Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE exocyclic amino group of AUCG and the N7 atom of residue G264 in AUCG binding, S docking, and the chemical step, as described below.
Tightening of the Network of Interactions along the Reaction Pathway. We first determined the energetic penalty of removing the exocyclic amino group of G on binding of the nucleophile to the open complexes [(E 3 S) o ] of the WT and G264deaza ribozymes. As noted above, binding to the open complex is expected to be identical to binding to the free enzyme 13 but is more convenient to measure. AUCG binding to the open complex of the G264deaza ribozyme is destabilized by 1.5 kcal/mol, relative to binding of the same nucleophile to the WT ribozyme (Figure 5a ). This energetic penalty is about half of the energetic penalty arising from the use of AUCI as the nucleophile in reactions of the WT ribozyme (Figure 5a and  ref 36 ). Because AUCI lacks two hydrogen bonds with the ribozyme, compared to AUCG, the result above suggests, most simply, that in the open complex of the G264deaza ribozyme AUCG forms only one hydrogen bond with the ribozyme (the one between the exocyclic amino group of the G nucleophile and an unknown group).
26 Consistent with this model, there is an additional penalty from removing the exocyclic amino group of AUCG for the G264deaza ribozyme (0.9 kcal/mol, Figure 5a ). AUCI binds with the same affinities to the open complexes of the WT and the G264deaza ribozymes, as expected if no gross perturbations are introduced in the G264deaza ribozyme.
Quantitative analysis of all of the results for this reaction step, shown in Figure 5a , reveals a coupling energy of 1.5 kcal/mol (Figure 5a , ΔΔΔG int ), much smaller than the overall coupling energy of 7.5 kcal/mol (Figure 3 ). This result suggests that the (E 3 S 3 AUCG) o complex of the G264deaza ribozyme can readily accommodate via rearrangements and/or solvent reorganization the perturbation introduced by the CH group at the 7-position of residue 264, while maintaining other interactions formed between the G nucleophile and the ribozyme. Thus, the environment around the G nucleophile is relatively 'loose' or flexible in the open complex ( Figure 6 ).
We next monitored the energetic penalty from removal of the exocyclic amino group of G on the binding affinity of the nucleophile for the closed complexes [(E 3 S) c ] of the WT and G264deaza ribozymes. In this case, AUCG binding to the closed complex of the G264deaza ribozyme is destabilized by 4.1 kcal/mol, relative to binding of the same nucleophile to the WT ribozyme (Figure 5b) , consistent with the loss of the additional contact between the nucleophile and the 2 0 -OH of A261 in the Figure 4 . Decrease in reactivity of single and double modified ribozymes compared to the WT ribozyme. The three bars on the left bars represent the measured energetic penalty on the second-order rate constant from introducing a 7-deazaguanosine at position 264 (G264deaza, red), a 2 0 -H group at position 261 (A261H, blue), and the two groups simultaneously (G264deaza/A261H, gray), relative to the WT ribozyme. The stacked bar on the right represents the sum of the energetic penalties of the G264deaza and the A261H ribozymes. The arrows next to this bar represent the energetic penalty expected if the G264deaza and the A261H effects were fully coupled (red arrow) or fully independent (blue arrow). As described in the text, there is only a 0.5 kcal/mol difference between energetic penalty corresponding to the red arrow and the measured value for the G264deaza/A261H ribozyme. Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE G264deaza ribozyme (Figure 4) . Surprisingly, this value is even larger than the 2.9 kcal/mol measured for the loss of the two hydrogen bonds made by the exocyclic amino group of AUCG (left vertical arrow in Figure 5b ) 15, 26, 36, 48 and suggests that more than two interactions are lost in the closed complex of the G264deaza ribozyme. We further investigate the reason for such large energetic effect below (see Introduction of 7-Deazaguanosine at Position 264 Perturbs the M C Environment Section).
Unlike the open complex, the closed complex of the G264deaza ribozyme does not seem to be able to accommodate the unfavorable interaction arising from the N7 substitution at position 264. This inability suggests that in the closed complex the nucleophile binding energy derives from a tighter or more extensive network of interactions within the ribozyme's scaffold compared to the open complex ( Figure 6 ). When the unfavorable interaction between the exocyclic amino group of AUCG and the CH group of the G264deaza ribozyme is removed, by using AUCI, the nucleophile binds tighter than AUCG, suggesting that the lack of the exocyclic amino group, which eliminates the unfavorable interaction, allows AUCI to maintain its position within the active site without disrupting the alignment of groups in the surrounding network of interactions.
The transition state for the reaction with AUCG is destabilized by 2.0 kcal/mol in the G264deaza ribozyme, relative to that in the WT ribozyme (Figure 5c ). Thus, there is an additional penalty, not present in the closed complex, that arises as the closed complex proceeds to the transition state of the reaction. In the transition state for the chemical step, AUCI is again favored (by 2.2 kcal/mol) relative to AUCG in the G264deaza ribozyme, indicating that ablating the exocyclic amino group relieves an energetic penalty. These results reveal a large coupling energy between the exocyclic amine and G264 N7 in the transition state Figure 5c ). This result provides further support for the existence of a tight network of interactions: Once the unfavorable interactions are removed, other interactions surrounding the nucleophile appear to be sufficient to orient it for optimal catalysis. It is also possible that apolar interactions between the hydrophobic CH at position 264 and the hydrogen of AUCI might help alignment of the nucleophile in the chemical step.
The simplest explanation for the large effect on the chemical step is that the unfavorable interaction between AUCG and the CH group of 7-deazaguanosine at position 264 alters the positioning of the nucleophile and that the network of interactions surrounding the reactive elements makes it energetically costly to accommodate the modification without the loss of native interactions. The 2 0 -and 3 0 -oxygen atoms of the G nucleophile are involved in catalytic interactions (Figure 1b) , so it is possible that an alteration in G positioning would affect interactions with these atoms. To test this possibility, we determined whether the contact between the 2 0 -oxygen and the catalytic metal ion M C is altered in the G264deaza ribozyme.
Introduction of 7-Deazaguanosine at Position 264 Perturbs the M C Environment. Previous results with the WT and several modified ribozymes have shown that 2 0 -aminoguanosine reacts slower than G and that metal ions, such as Mn 2þ and Cd 2þ , stimulate the reactivity of 2 0 -aminoguanosine, relative to that of G. 34, 35, 49, 50 Because Mn 2þ and Cd 2þ interact better than Mg 2þ with nitrogen atoms, these and other observations suggested that a metal ion interacts with the 2 0 -group of the G nucleophile. Increasing Mn 2þ concentration results in increased Mn 2þ -occupancy of site C (Figure 1b) , which allows a more Figure 6 . Schematic model of the differences between the G binding site of the WT ribozyme and that of the G264deaza ribozyme. Dashed lines represent interactions between the G and the ribozyme, and pink curved lines represent the unfavorable interaction between the 7-deaza group of the G264deaza ribozyme and the exocyclic amino group of the nucleophilic G. In the open complex there is sufficient flexibility to maintain the other interaction of the G exocyclic amine in the G264deaza ribozyme, but the tighter and more extensive network of interactions in the closed complex prevents reorientation of the other hydrogen-bond acceptor and thus leads to the loss of both hydrogen bonds in the G264deaza ribozyme.
Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE favorable interaction with the amino group of 2 0 -aminoguanosine in the transition state compared to Mg 2þ . We have used the above information to test whether the contact between the 2 0 -oxygen and M C is suboptimal for function in the G264deaza ribozyme. Specifically, we determined the effect of addition of Mn 2þ ions on the reactions of AUCG and AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 , a G analog containing a 2 0 -amino group instead of a 2 0 -hydroxyl, with the WT and G264deaza ribozymes. If the interaction between M C and the 2 0 -moiety of the nucleophile were perturbed in the G264deaza ribozyme, then a lessened deleterious effect upon introduction of the 2 0 -amino group on the nucleophile in the G264deaza ribozyme compared to the WT ribozyme would be predicted. Further, if there were altered positioning of M C and of the 2 0 -moiety of the nucleophilic G in the G264deaza ribozyme, then Mn 2þ might not be able to rescue the reactivity of AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 . As described below, both predictions were met.
When only Mg 2þ is present, AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 reacts with the WT (E 3 S) o complex ∼20-fold slower than AUCG. In contrast, AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 reacts with the G264deaza (E 3 S) o complex within 3-fold of the AUCG rate (Figure 7a) . Further, addition of 5 mM Mn 2þ stimulates the reactivity of AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 with the (ES) o complex of the WT ribozyme, relative to that of AUCG, such that now the reaction rates are within 2-fold (Figure 7b) . This corresponds to a 12-fold greater stimulation of AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 than AUCG; in contrast, this stimulation is only 2-fold in the G264deaza ribozyme (Figure 7c) . The ∼5-fold Mn 2þ stimulation for reactions of both AUCG and AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 with the G264deaza ribozyme (Figure 7c and Supplemental Figure 4 , Supporting Information) is consistent with the effect from a distinct metal ion, referred to as M D , which stabilizes the closed complex. 51 The simplest model to explain these results is that the interaction between M C and the 2 0 -moiety of the nucleophile is absent or substantially altered in the G264deaza ribozyme. Such a perturbed interaction may be responsible for the 30-fold slower chemical step for the reaction of the G264deaza ribozyme with AUCG relative to the WT ribozyme (Figure 5c ).
' DISCUSSION
Since the original discovery by Buchner that fermentation can occur without intact cells, 52 many enzymes have been identified.
For many classes of enzymes, researchers have established reasonable reaction mechanisms based on the chemical properties of individual active site functional groups in isolation. 53, 54 However, active site residues are not present in enzymes as disjoined entities, and structural inspections of enzymes almost inevitably reveal intricate networks of interactions surrounding active sites. These networks of interactions surrounding the active sites can be important for function. For example, trypsin was converted to chymotrypsin by changing surface loops that do not interact with the substrate; 55 statistical and mutational analysis of the PDZ domain family uncovered networks of interactions that allow energetic coupling between distal residues; 56 16 of the 17 mutations needed to switch the specificity of an aminotransferase from aspartate to valine involve residues located outside the active site; 57 and the activity of a catalytic antibody was increased 100-fold without any change in the residues directly contacting the substrate. 58 Guided by structural data, chemical approaches, such as specific replacements of atoms involved in these putative networks, in conjunction with careful thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of the resulting functional effects, can be used to understand the origin of energetic coupling at an atomic level.
RNA enzymes are excellent systems for these types of studies because of their amenability to single-atom substitution 59 and the highly developed kinetic and thermodynamic frameworks available to facilitate interpretation. For the group I intron in particular, functional and structural studies have uncovered the groups directly involved in catalysis and the architecture of the substrates' binding sites. 4 In this ribozyme, previous functional 16 and structural 19À21,24 data predicted an interaction between the N7 of residue G264 and the exocyclic amino group of the nucleophilic G. Our results, based on the double mutant cycle shown in Figure 3 , not surprisingly, provide experimental evidence for this interaction. However, the additional functional and structural consequences arising from the introduction of a CH group at the 7-position of residue 264 have revealed remarkable unforeseen properties of an RNA active site, strikingly large energetic effects and loss of interactions in addition to the one monitored.
We have shown that the introduction of a CH group at the 7-position of residue 264 affects binding of AUCG to the open complex of the ribozyme by 1.5 kcal/mol, an energetic effect Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE often seen for the loss of a single hydrogen bond. 42, 43 This energetic effect is depicted in the free energy profile of Figure 8 by the difference in energy between the (E 3 S 3 AUCG) o complexes of the WT (black line) and the G264deaza (red line) ribozymes. This result suggests that, despite the differences in size and polarity between the native nitrogen atom and the introduced CH group, the remaining interactions between the nucleophilic G and the ribozyme are the same in the WT and G264deaza ribozymes. These interactions likely include the hydrogen bond between the N1 of G and the O6 of G264 16 (shown in magenta in Figure 9 , top) and a hydrogen bond between the exocyclic amino group of G and an unknown partner (not shown in Figure 9 ). 60 Thus, the G nucleophile communicates within a relatively small, loose network of residues, highlighted in magenta in the top panel of Figure 9 .
When the oligonucleotide substrate docks in the ribozyme's active site, forming tertiary interactions with the ribozyme's backbone and contacting the catalytic metal ions, 4 ,22 the nucleophilic G forms additional interactions with the 2 0 -OH group of residue A261 (via its exocyclic amino group) 26 and with the catalytic metal ion M C . 22, 49 This establishes additional connectivity between the G nucleophile and parts of the active site, highlighted in magenta in the middle panel of Figure 9 . Thus, the G nucleophile communicates with a larger network of interactions in the closed complex than in the open complex (cf., Figure 9 , top and middle panels), which includes the bonds shown in magenta in middle panel of Figure 9 . An oxygen atom of the phosphoryl group connecting residues A261 and C262 is a ligand of M C 21,22,24,34 and is thus part of this network, and the bases of A261 and C262 stack above and below the guanine base of the bound G. 20À22,24 Further, the base of A306 stacks over A261, 20, 21 and its phosphoryl oxygen atoms ligand both M C and M A .
22,24,35 Such a network might be important for selective recognition of G for catalysis and may help precisely position the reactive groups for the chemical step.
The energetic penalty of 4.2 kcal/mol on AUCG binding to the closed complex of the ribozyme, arising from the introduction of a CH group at the 7-position of residue 264, is larger than the value typically observed from the loss of a single hydrogen bond (0.5À1.5 kcal/mol). 42, 43 This energetic penalty is significantly larger than the penalty measured in the open complex, as shown in Figure 8 . The results shown above (see Figures 4 and 7) strongly suggest that the hydrogen bond with residue A261 and the contact with M C are perturbed in the G264deaza ribozyme.
The inability of the G nucleophile to rearrange to accommodate the atomic change in the G264deaza ribozyme without disruption of distal interactions strongly implies the presence of a tight, rigid network of interactions around the G nucleophile ( Figure 9 , residues in magenta in the middle panel).
If the precise positioning of the nucleophilic G were not important for the reaction, then the chemical step for the G264deaza ribozyme would be unaffected by the deaza substitution. In contrast, the ∼30-fold slower reactivity in the chemical step and the lack of rescue of AUCG 2 0 -NH 2 by Mn 2þ strongly suggests that the nucleophilic G does not rearrange within the active site to form the most favorable contact with M C and likely sits in a suboptimal position for attack on the transferred phosphoryl group. This is an additional penalty of ∼2.0 kcal/mol, which is not present in the closed complex and brings the total destabilization given by the deaza substitution at position G264 to 6.2 kcal/mol (Figure 8 ). Our results suggest that such large energetic penalty is given by the difficulty to rearrange the tight Figure 5 . Free energy differences were obtained from the rate and equilibrium constants using the standard conversions: ΔG ‡ = ÀRT ln (k(h/(k B T))) and ΔG = ÀRT ln K eq . The profiles are qualitative, but the noted values of ΔΔG are quantitative. Figure 9 . The network of interactions around the nucleophilic G tightens and becomes more extensive in the transition state of the reaction. The nucleophilic G is shown in green; residues of the oligonucleotide substrate are in orange; ribozyme residues interacting with the C-2 and U-3 residues of the oligonucleotide substrate in the docked conformation are in dark yellow; and other residues are in gray. M A is in yellow, and M C is in cyan. The bond formed in the transition state is indicated by a black dashed line. Residues for which there is evidence for energetic or functional communication with the G nucleophile in the WT ribozyme are shown in magenta; interactions involved in the communication networks are shown by magenta dashed lines; and specific atoms involved in this network are also in magenta. Other atoms known to be important for function are shown in red (oxygen) or in blue (nitrogen). This figure was generated using Pymol (Schr€ odinger, LLC) and the 3BO3 Azoarcus structural model. Residues are numbered using the corresponding numbers from the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme. network of interactions that impart catalysis once even a remote aspect of that network is perturbed (shown in magenta in the bottom panel of Figure 9 ).
In contrast to the evidence for tight coupling from the substitutions studied herein, substitutions of sulfur atoms for active site oxygen ligands of metal ions and of Cd 2þ for Mg 2þ , which both introduce groups larger than the native ones, have smaller effects on reactivity. 35 Perhaps the multiple rotatable bonds around the phosphoryl groups ease relaxation at these sites, whereas the multiple reinforcing hydrogen bonding, stacking, and covalent linkages associated with G binding leave less room for rearrangement. In addition, hydrogen-bonding interactions require precise directionality, whereas interactions with metal ions may be more permissive.
Like protein enzymes, ribozymes use binding interactions to position reactive groups, substrates, and catalytic residues. 3, 5, 6, 15 We have used chemical modifications and functional tests to show that in the Tetrahymena ribozyme at least some of these binding interactions are used to establish a tight network of interactions around the active site. Ultimately, these networks may be used by ribozymes as well as protein enzymes to limit dynamics and provide the precise positioning of the substrates and the catalytic residues that appear to contribute substantially to the remarkable catalytic power of enzymes. 61 Such networks, by connecting distal regions of an RNA to active centers, also introduce the potential for highly responsive, long-range conformational coupling, as occurs in RNA-based machinery, such as the ribosome and the spliceosome. 
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